This paper constructs manifolds which generate the unoriented cobordism ring having a maximum number of vanishing high dimensional Stiefel-Whitney classes.
Introduction
This paper studies the ring JV^ of unoriented cobordism classes of closed smooth manifolds. Thorn [9] has shown that yT is isomorphic to Z2[x(|/ 2 s -1] the Z2 polynomial ring with generators x¡ for all natural numbers i not of the form 2s -1. The most common generators to work with are those represented by RP " in even dimensions and by certain Dold manifolds [2] in odd dimensions. The purpose of this paper is to provide a new set of generators whose nonzero Stiefel-Whitney numbers involve only low dimensional StiefelWhitney classes.
Stong and Yoshida [8] have shown that high dimensional nonbounding manifolds have high dimensional Wu classes. More precisely, Proposition. For any integer k there is an integer N = N(k) so that a closed manifold M with Wu class v = I +vx -\-\-vk bounds if dimM> N.
It is noted that no similar result holds for Stiefel-Whitney classes. What is proven in this paper is the following.
Theorem. If M" is a closed smooth n-manifold with Stiefel-Whitney class given by w -1 + wx H-h wk , where k is less than or equal to the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of n, then M is decomposable in JV^. This paper then, constructs «-manifolds M" for each positive integer n not of the form 2* -1 where each manifold M" represents an indecomposable in J^ and has Stiefel-Whitney class w = I + wx + ■■ ■ + wk+x where k is the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of n .
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T.* i=i
Due to the fact that sk(BO(m)) is a primitive element in H*(BO) for all k, the class of M" is indecomposable in yT if and only if sn(pM) = 1 ( pM or p will denote the fundamental homology class of M ). Also, if k = 2r -1 for some r, then cupping with sk is actually a cohomology operation into H"(M"). This is seen as follows.
If Qk e Hence, sn (pM ) = 0 G Z2. Thus, M is decomposable and we have shown that every indecomposable «-manifold M" has a nonzero i th Stiefel-Whitney class u^. with i > a(n).
Constructions
For each positive integer n not of the form 2s -1, we construct an indecomposable «-manifold with wk = 0 for all k > a(n) + 1 .
We will denote by RP(mx ,m2, ... , mk) the manifold fibered over RPm' x RP™2 x • • • x RPmk with fiber RPk~l : Hence, M is indecomposable if and only if J^i=x(n~x ) is odd [7] . Now we are prepared to give the promised manifolds. First we will tackle the case of even dimensions. Odd case. In order to construct the desired manifolds with odd dimension, we need to use a fact proven by Stong [7] . is even since a > a -1 > a , . The second is odd since 2a° -1 =0-l and ("ö') = 1 • Thus 5 is odd and M' is indecomposable. Unfortunately, the Stiefel-Whitney class of M' is not quite what we want. Because w has a factor (1 + aq)2""~l + l = (1 + aq + fif "') coming from H*(RP2""~'), it has high dimensional terms. It is true that every Stiefel-Whitney number divisible by wk with k > a(n) + 1 is zero, but by using the proposition proven at the start of this case, we can get wk actually equal to zero for all k > a(n) + I . Let B' be the base space of M' and B the manifold fibered over that is, w = 1 + wx + ■ ■ ■ + wk with k = a(n) + 1. We are then finished with constructions.
Afterword
One would like to replace "is decomposable" with "bounds" in this theorem. However, one has then set about to solve a much harder problem. One would need to show all Stiefel-Whitney numbers vanish rather than just the ^-number sn(p). It is however, conjectured that every «-manifold bounds if wk -0 for all k> a(n).
